Comtech to Showcase LBS and Mapping Solutions at Mobile World Congress Americas 2018

September 10, 2018

MELVILLE, N.Y. & LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Sep. 10, 2018-- Comtech Telecommunications Corp. (Nasdaq:CMLT), today announced that its Enterprise Technology group, which is recognized by ABI Research as the global leader in precise Location Based Services (LBS) infrastructure, will showcase its extensive suite of location, mapping, messaging, and data technology solutions at Mobile World Congress Americas 2018 in the South Hall, Stand S.2838, September 12-14, 2018 in the Los Angeles Convention Center.

During this year’s show, Comtech will highlight its indoor location services and applications that merge seamlessly with traditional outdoor technologies to deliver precise, real time location even in areas without GPS or mapped Wi-Fi. This level of localization capabilities has become especially important to organizations developing IoT solutions, where an increased number of services and applications require positioning information. Comtech currently processes 9.5 billion location-based services (LBS) transactions monthly from both indoor and outdoor sources.

In addition, Comtech experts will be on-site to discuss:

- **Location Studio** – Comtech’s complete end-to-end location platform providing mobile carriers, application developers and enterprises with a service platform for building or enhancing cloud-based, embedded and hybrid LBS applications.
- **Trusted Open Street Map** – An economical and feature-rich immersive map experience for turn-by-turn navigation systems that can be added to any automotive product or connected car environment providing automatic map updates, real-time traffic, and integrated content.
- **IoT Location Platform (ILP)** – Developed specifically to meet the needs of low-power, wide area devices and multi-network communications, ILP enables multi-sensor hybrid indoor and outdoor location positioning and data assistance services for all IoT devices and applications.
- **Specifix™** – A contextually aware, accurate, and in-depth consumer data platform that provides mobile operators with a unique opportunity to safely and securely monetize network data. Using proprietary algorithms, the platform is capable of evaluating and delivering original and value-added insights on targeted businesses and consumers.

For more information, visit [Comtech's Mobile World Congress Americas virtual press kit](https://www.comtechenterprise.com).

The Enterprise Technologies group is a global leader in precise device location and messaging platforms. Our fully virtualized and API solutions are available to mobile network operators, enterprises, IoT developers and automotive manufacturers. For more information, visit [www.comtechenterprise.com](http://www.comtechenterprise.com).

Comtech Telecommunications Corp. designs, develops, produces and markets innovative products, systems and services for advanced communications solutions. The Company sells products to a diverse customer base in the global commercial and government communications markets.

Certain information in this press release contains statements that are forward-looking in nature and involve certain significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from such forward-looking information. The Company's Securities and Exchange Commission filings identify many such risks and uncertainties. Any forward-looking information in this press release is qualified in its entirety by the risks and uncertainties described in such Securities and Exchange Commission filings.
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